
Focus On … Psychology 
 
 
Need to do some research in the psychology domain?  Why not try these 
electronic resources available on findit.lu? 
 
 

PsycARTICLES 
 

PsycARTICLES is a database of full-text articles from journals published 
by the American Psychological Association, the APA Educational 
Publishing Foundation, the Canadian Psychological Association, and 
Hogrefe Publishing Group. 
 
 
PsycARTICLES is recognized worldwide as a leading full text source for 

academic, research and practice literature in psychology and related disciplines. Featuring 
a continuously growing number of significant and highly regarded periodicals, PsycARTICLES 
is an unmatched resource for information in behavioural science. 
 
PsycARTICLES can be accessed from within the National Library of 
Luxembourg, the University of Luxembourg, the Centre de Recherche 
Gabriel Lippmann, the Centre de Recherche Henri Tudor and the Centre de 
Recherche Santé. 
 

PsycINFO 
 
PsycINFO is an expansive abstracting and indexing database with 
more than 3 million records devoted to peer-reviewed literature 
in the behavioural sciences and mental health, making it an ideal 
discovery and linking tool for scholarly research in a host of 
disciplines. 
 
PsycINFO covers the professional and academic literature in 
psychology and related disciplines, including medicine, 
psychiatry, nursing, sociology, pharmacology, physiology and 
linguistics. 
 

 
PsycINFO can be accessed from within the National Library of 
Luxembourg, the University of Luxembourg, the Centre de Recherche 
Gabriel Lippmann, the Centre de Recherche Henri Tudor and the Centre 
de Recherche Santé. 
 
 

 

Oxford University Press Journals 
 
 

Oxford Journals is a division of Oxford 
University Press, which is a department of 
Oxford University. Oxford Journals publishes 
well over 230 academic and research journals 



covering a broad range of subject areas, two-thirds of which are published in collaboration 
with learned societies and other international organizations. 
 
Their mission, as part of the University, is to bring the highest quality 
research to the widest possible audience. 
 
The Oxford Journals Collection can be accessed directly by clicking here or 
can be searched directly within the findit.lu portal. Find out how by 
clicking here. 
 

Francis 
 
The FRANCIS database is created by the 
Institut de l'Information Scientifique et 
Technique of the Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (INIST-CNRS) in 
Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France and is an 
invaluable resource for research libraries. 
FRANCIS is a multilingual, multidisciplinary 
database covering the humanities and social 
sciences. Its broad subject areas and international scope make it an ideal stand-alone social 

science database, as well as a suitable complement for more specialised 
databases. FRANCIS is strong in areas such as archaeology, geography, 
linguistics, philosophy, psychology, religion, and sociology. The database 
contains approximately 2 million records, with abstracts in French or 
English, and descriptors in both languages, and includes coverage of 
journals, books, conference papers and other documents. 
 

 
As for the Oxford Journals Collection, FRANCIS can be accessed directly by clicking here or 
can be searched within the findit.lu portal. Find out how by clicking here. 
 
 
 
This has just been a sampling of the principal resources available in 
Psychology.  Click here for access to the full list of resources. 
 
 
 


